Map 2 of 4: How 'The Man Who Planted Trees' fits with PSD,
People and Place
WW1 and WW2

other 5-14 Subjects and the Curriculum for Excellence

People in the Past

This isn't a true story. What is
the purpose of fiction?
Journals, chronicles and stories that span a
long time period.

English Language

Use The Man Who Planted Trees to examine and compare
the applications of puppetry, storytelling and acting

Science

Use design elements of The Man Who Planted Trees to
inspire new creations in different media
investigating and
visually recording

People in Society

Drama

Other 5-14 subjects

Using materials, techniques,
skills and media

using media
using visual elements
creating and designing
communicating
observing, reflecting,
describing and
responding

Expressing feelings, ideas,
thoughts and solutions

Have an appropriately positive
regard for self, and for others
and their needs

Self awareness

Art and Design

Self esteem

Take increasing responsibility
for their own lives

Health and happiness
Work and leisure
Fame or obscurity, success and
failure. What motivates us?
How do we measure success?

Evaluating and appreciating
Think creatively and
independently
Link and apply different kinds
of learning in new situations

The Man Who Planted Trees
Across The Curriculum

Successful learners

Personal and Social
Development

Pursue a healthy and active
lifestyle
Be self aware
Achieve success in different
areas of activity

Confident individuals

Develop knowledge and
understanding of the world
and Scotland’s place in it

Independence and
interdependence

Responsible citizens

"What if" questions

Personal responsibility
Dealing with setbacks,
developing a sense of
resilience

What if he had been given a big award for it?
What if others had helped him?
What if he had waited to find out
who the land belonged to first?

Work in partnership and teams
Take the initiative and lead

Create and develop

Identify, review and evaluate
the values they and society
hold and recognise that these
affect thoughts and actions

Do a little change a lot

What if he had wanted
payment for his work?

Develop informed, ethical
views of complex issues

Apply critical thinking in new
contexts

Develop life skills to enable
them to participate effectively
and safely in society

What if Elzéard hadn't
bothered planting trees?

Curriculum for
Excellence

Understand different beliefs
and cultures
Evaluate environmental,
scientific and technological
issues

Interpersonal relationships

Positive psychology Discovering your special
talent, finding a way to
practice that, every day, in
the service of others

Effective contributors
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